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Middle East Report

by Thieny Lalevee

Moscow and Abu Nidal's 'resurrection'
Libya has declared war on London, Bonn, and Washington,
while for the first time, the Soviets attack Arafat.

nouncing Arafat's agreements with
Jordan's King Hussein on negotia
tions with Israel as "undermining the
Palestinian revolution."
Praising Abu Nidal, the Syrian
news agency SANA immediately an

On Feb. 19,the Libyan news agen

cy JANA announced, "From now on,

committee," better known as the ter
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rorist "Black June" organization, had
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Libya will give full support to the pro

Hans-Dietrich Genscher and Qaddafi,

gressive forces struggling in Europe,

such a declaration of war against Bonn

so-called Nationalist Alliance made of

such as the Irish Republican Army and

may seem surprising. Playing by the

the Abu Musa, Habash and Hawat

the Red Army Faction and those fight

diplomatic rules, the Libyan ambas

meh bunch. As the Paris paper Liber

ing against the United States govern

sador to Bonn, Mehdi Imberesh, was

ation commented on Feb. 22, since

ment," arguing that London, Bonn,

reported

to

Syria's "Palestinian card against Ara

and Washington were "harboring ene

Genscher for the threat on Feb. 22.

fat" has failed, Damascus and Mos

mies of the Libyan revolution."

But the apology was quickly invali

cow "now display their terrorist card."

to

have
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On Feb. 21,international terrorist

dated on Feb. 25, when the "General

A central target, outside of Yasser

Abu Nidal, whose death had been ru

Union of Libyan Students" in West

mored last October (seeEIR, Nov. 27,

Germany began distributing the JANA

Arafat, is Jordan's King Hussein.
While plotting his assassination very

1984), made an astonishing come

release as a leaflet.

publicly, the Syrian leaders leave no
doubt that they are also ready for a

back, granting his first public inter

Though Genscher may have re

view for a long time. He announced

ceived assurances from his good friend

that Palestine Liberation Organization

that he won't be a target, Bonn very

Proof was provided in a SANA

head Yasser Arafat, Jordan's King

much is. It is West Germany's com

release of Feb. 24 accusing Jordanian
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Ali Nasser Mohammed were "all con

Initiative

Syrian border guards, so gross a prov

demned to death, as will be anyone,

destroy.

Palestinian or Arab, who wants to ne
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Abu Nidal's resurrection serves a

direct war against Jordan.

ocation that SANA later killed the
story.

similar purpose for the Middle East
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ments is no coincidence and means
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that on direct Soviet orders, Europe

and soon, a U.S. initiative in the Mid
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and the Middle East are to be set afire
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group suggests, providing a bridge be

through bombings and assassinations

ready to deploy all means to keep from

tween Middle Eastern and European

of political figures. The JANA release

losing control in that region of the

terror.

was more than explicit, as it an

world.

newsletter Memo, no fewer than 10

According

to
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London

nounced, "In the fight against the ene

Whether it is the same Abu Nidal

Soviet-connected Arab and Islamic

mies of the Libyan revolution," the

speaking now as before is of little im

terror groups are freely operating in
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The United States is not to be
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More important was that his pub
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